AQUINO ALESSIO
Cave paintings
Old
Media
Morse code
Useful
Newspaper
International
Chat
And
Telephone
Internet
Opportunity
News

PIETRO BITONTE
Carrier pigeons
Os
Morse code
M
User
Notice
Internet
Cave paintings
Arpanet
Tumblr
Information
Open
Newspaper

ADELE CAMERIERE
Communication
Opinion
Message
Media
Understanding
Network
Information
Content
Accounts
Trade
Idea
Organization
N

CRISTINA CARUSO
Communication
nOwadays is:
sMs
e-Mails
yoUtube
social Network
writing
Chat
rAdio
Telephone
Internet
televisiOn
Newspaper
CAMILLO COSENZA
Communicate to
Other people by
Mass
Media is
Useful
Nowadays
In every
Countries.
Activity on
Twitter
Involves
Other
Nations

MARIKA COSENZA
Community
On-line
Meets
Messages
Under
Newspaper
Information technology
Chat
A
T
Instant Messages
Original
News

CHRISTIAN DE MARCO
Communicating
On
Mass
Medias
Unites
Nations
In different
Countries
All over
The world
Interacting
Online
Nowadays is cool!

ANTONELLA FEDELE
Convey
Opinions
Messages
Means
Utter
News
Information
Converse
Advertise
Talk
Interchanged
Opinions
Notify
GILBERTO FIALÀ
Code
Opinion
Mail
Message
User
News
Instagram
Community
AIM (Aol Instant Message)
Television
Internet
Online
Newspaper

GIOVANNI FORTINO
Computer
Office
Media
Messages
Username
Network
Internet
Chat
Android
Twitter
Information
Offline
New generation

FABRIZIO GALLO
Cave paintings
Or
Marathon
Man
Unite
Nations
Internet
Carrier Pigeons
A
T
I
O
N

ANTONIO GRECO
Communication is
Original and fantastic,
Mass media,
e-Mails,
Useful
Newspapers,
Internet,
Computers,
Accounts,
Tweets,
IPTV (Internet Protocol Television)
Or
News
GLORIA GRECO

Carelessness
Of
Misunderstandings
Miss out
Uncertain
Needs
In fact
Communication
Aims
To
Incentive
Opinions
Nonsense

MARIANGELA SANTORO

Communication is composed by telephone
Or
Media,
Messenger,
U
Network,
Internet,
Computer,
Activities such as
Twitter
I
O
Netlong

SILVIA TOMMASI

Communication
Of
Media and
Multitasking is
Useful
Nowadays like
In old
Centuries
And
Twitter
Is
One of the
Newest way

ANNA ZACCARO

Communication isn't
Only
text Messaging but
it Means more:
it Unifies
Nations
In a
soCial way
And
iT is
llinked to
the boDy
laNguaGe